
 

Virus taking stronger hold in US, other
populated countries

June 26 2020, by Kim Tong-Hyung

  
 

  

Commuters, some wearing protective face masks, ride a bus amid the new
coronavirus pandemic in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Thursday, June 25, 2020.
Authorities say buses can operate with people standing, but limited to 2
commuters per meter square, and marks on the floor will have to be painted in
order to help people to keep their distance. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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While China moved closer to containing a fresh outbreak in Beijing, the
coronavirus took a stronger hold elsewhere, including the United States,
where surging infections across southern states have highlighted the risks
of reopening economies without effective treatment or vaccines.

Another record daily increase in India on Friday pushed the country's
caseload toward half a million, and other countries with big populations
like Indonesia, Pakistan and Mexico grappled with large caseloads and
strained health care systems.

South Africa, which accounts for about half of the infections on the
African continent with 118,375, reported a record 6,579 new cases, as
transmissions increase after it loosened what had been one of the world's
strictest lockdowns earlier this month.

Mexico reported some of its highest 24-hour counts so far with 6,104
new cases and 736 additional deaths, as its treasury secretary began
isolating at home after a positive test.

In China, where the pandemic originated in December, authorities have
mobilized resources for mass testing and locked down parts of Beijing
this month due to an outbreak that has infected 260 people. The 11 new
cases reported in the capital Friday continued a downward trend that
suggests transmissions have been largely brought under control.

The United States, which counts the most infections in the world, is
seeing daily jumps in COVID-19 cases nearing the peak reached in late
April.
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A woman wearing a face mask to help curb the spread of the coronavirus
exercises at Lumpini park in Bangkok, Thailand, Friday, June 26, 2020. Daily
life in the capital resumes to normal as the government continues to ease
restrictions related to running business and activities that were imposed weeks
ago to combat the spread of COVID-19. Thailand reported no local
transmissions of the coronavirus in the past 4 weeks. (AP Photo/Sakchai Lalit)

Arizona's 3,056 additional infections reported Thursday was the fourth
day in a week with a increase over 3,000. Transmissions have spiked
following Republican Gov. Doug Ducey's decision to lift stay-home
restrictions in May.

Twenty-three percent of tests conducted in the state over the past seven
days have been positive, nearly triple the national average, and a record
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415 patients were on ventilators.

The numbers "continue to go in the wrong direction," said Ducey, who
confirmed that the state has postponed further efforts to reopen.

He pushed back against reporters' questions about his position on the use
of masks and his attendance at President Donald Trump's indoor
campaign event this week at a Phoenix church. Many of the 3,000
people who attended did not wear face coverings.

Mississippi announced a record 1,092 new cases of coronavirus, the
second time this week its daily count reached new highs.

  
 

  

Doctors in personal protective suits check the papers of people whose relatives
are admitted in a COVID-19 government designated hospital, in New Delhi,
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India Tuesday, June 23, 2020. While India's leaders have promised coronavirus
testing and care for all who need it, regardless of income, treatment options are
as stratified and unequal as the country itself. Care ranges from crowded wards
at public hospitals that some worry will make them sicker than if they stayed
home to spacious suites at private hospitals that only the wealthy can afford. (AP
Photo/Manish Swarup)

After making one of the most aggressive pushes in the nation to reopen,
Republican Gov. Greg Abbott of Texas has put off lifting any more
restrictions and reimposed a ban on elective surgeries in some places to
preserve hospital space.

The United States reported 34,500 COVID-19 cases Wednesday, slightly
fewer than the day before but still near the high of 36,400 reached April
24, according to a count kept by Johns Hopkins University.

Deaths tolls have dropped even as the number of infections have
increased, possibly reflecting better medical treatments and better
efforts to prevent infections among the most vulnerable, like nursing
home residents. A rising proportion of cases in the U.S. is among
younger people, who are more likely than their elders to survive a bout
with COVID-19.

"This is still serious," said Dr. Robert Redfield, director of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, but "we're in a different situation
today than we were in March or April."

India, which has the world's second-largest population, has seen regular
record daily increases. The 24-hour spike of 17,296 new infections
reported Friday raised the national caseload past 490,000, including
15,301 fatalities. Indian Railways delayed the resumption of regular train
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services by more than a month, until Aug. 12.

  
 

  

A member of the Ambulance service looks out at people crowded on the beach
in Bournemouth, England, Thursday June 25, 2020, as coronavirus lockdown
restrictions have been relaxed. According to weather forecasters Thursday could
be the UK's hottest day of the year, so far, with scorching temperatures forecast
to rise even further. (Andrew Matthews/PA via AP)

In India and in neighboring Pakistan, government leaders have resisted
new restrictions, citing economic concerns. The world's fourth-most
populous country, Indonesia, passed 50,000 confirmed cases on
Thursday, with at least 2,620 deaths, the highest number of cases and
fatalities in Southeast Asia. That's up from just two positive cases in
early March.
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President Joko Widodo said his administration wants Indonesia's
economy back on track but safe from the virus, and started the country's
reopening earlier this month. The government says the pandemic is
expected to raise the nation's poverty rate to 10.2%.

A comeback of the virus is also erasing hard-won gains in South Korea,
which reported 39 newly confirmed cases on Friday, mostly from the
densely populated capital area that had escaped the worst of the
country's outbreak in February and March. There's criticism that
authorities, concerned about a fragile economy, were too quick to ease
social distancing guidelines and reopen schools starting in May.

Japan's capital, Tokyo, confirmed 54 new cases, continuing a steady rise
that's raising concern about a need for stronger preventive measures.
Gov. Yuriko Koike has downplayed fears about a major surge that would
overwhelm the city's hospitals.

Australia on Friday reported 37 new cases of the coronavirus, including
30 in Victoria state, where health authorities are scrambling to contain
an outbreak. Authorities said they tested 20,000 people in Melbourne
suburbs as they went door-to-door in their attempts to stamp out the
virus.
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Crowds gather at the water's edge as hot weather draws crowds to the beach in
Bournemouth, England, Thursday June 25, 2020. Coronavirus lockdown
restrictions are being relaxed but people should still respect the distancing
requirements between family groups. According to weather forecasters this
could be the UK's hottest day of the year, so far, with scorching temperatures
forecast to rise even further. (Andrew Matthews/PA via AP)
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A woman wearing a face mask to help curb the spread of the coronavirus
practices Tai Chi at Lumpini park in Bangkok, Thailand, Friday, June 26, 2020.
Daily life in the capital resumes to normal as the government continues to ease
restrictions related to running business and activities that were imposed weeks
ago to combat the spread of COVID-19. Thailand reported no local
transmissions of the coronavirus in the past 4 weeks. (AP Photo/Sakchai Lalit)

In Europe, the official in charge of Spain's response to COVID-19 says
imported infections are a growing source of concern as the continent
readies to welcome more visitors.

Epidemiologist Fernando Simón said Thursday that 54 people who had
contracted the disease in the past week have been linked to recently
arrived visitors in Spain. He suggested that controls should be strict and
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that regional and local governments should be ready to apply localized
isolation to avoid spreading the disease.

In Britain, Health Secretary Matt Hancock warned that the government
has the power to close beaches and other public spaces amid growing
concerns over the public's adherence to social distancing rules.

Huge crowds on English beaches Thursday prompted the concern. Trash
bins overflowed, extra police were called and the rural roads gridlocked
by beachgoers now have signs stating the area is full.

There were also concerns surrounding jubilant Liverpool fans gathering
outside the soccer club's stadium to celebrate the team's first league title
in 30 years.

In Germany, Westfleisch, one of the country's biggest meat processing
companies, said Friday it plans to perform daily coronavirus tests on all
5,000 workers involved in the production process amid concerns about a
series of outbreaks at slaughterhouses.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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